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ABSTRACT 

The data used in this research was acquired in an urban area, Damansara, and is 

highly contaminated by noise due to the location and this made it hard to identify the 

first break signal. The objectives of this research are to design the field acquisition 

parameter for noisy area, to formulate new approach for noise reduction using 

MatLab software, to image the granite interface in the noisy environment and to 

investigate the possible correlation between Standard Penetration Test (SPT) values 

obtain from borehole data and velocity values obtain from seismic survey.  

Four parameters, geophone array, source, equipment and trigger were tested in the 

field. From the test, single geophone array, aluminium striker plate with sledge 

hammer, 48-channel seismograph and analogue trigger are the best parameters to be 

use in noisy environment. Addition, subtraction and frequency scaling technique were 

develop using the MatLab software and the data acquired was tested. The frequency 

scaling shows a good improvement on the noise reduction for the seismic data.  

A further investigation on the correlation between Standard Penetration Test 

(SPT) and seismic velocity should be done since the preliminary work on these shows 

a small correlation coefficient between these two values. Subsurface image of the area 

were then develop using the information obtain from the seismic survey and borehole 

survey. Maps represent the thickness overburden, thickness of the saturated soil layer 

and bedrock elevation was produce using both data information.  
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ABSTRAK 

Data yang digunakan merupakan data yang diperolehi dari kawasan kajian yang 

terletak di Damansara dan mengandungi kadar hingar yang tinggi lalu menyebabkan 

kesukaran untuk mengenal pasti isyarat pertama. Objektif kajiam ini adalah untuk 

merekabentuk parameter lapangan bagi pengumpulan data di kawasan yang 

mempunyai kadar hingar yang tinggi, membangunkan pendekatan baru bagi 

mengurangkan hingar menggunakan perisian MatLab, menghasilkan imej permukaan 

granit di kawasn berhingar tinggi dan mengkaji kemungkinan korelasi antara nilai 

SPT yang diperolehi dari proses penggerudian dan nilai halaju daripada kajian 

seismik. 

Empat parameter berbeza, susunan geofon, sumber tenaga,peralatan dan pemicu 

telah diuji di lapangan. Dari ujikaji tersebut, susunan geofon tunggal, plat penahan 

aluminium bersama tukul baji, 48-channel seismograf dan pemicu analog adalah 

parameter terbaik digunakan di persekitaran berhingar tinggi. Teknik penambahan, 

penolakan dan pecahan frekuensi berskala telah dibangunkan dengan menggunakan 

perisian MatLab dan data yang diperolehi diuji. Teknik pecahan frekuensi berskala 

menunjukkan peningkatan yang baik pada pengurangan hingar dalam data.  

Satu ujikaji terhadap korelasi antara nilai SPT dari maklumat penggerudian dan 

halaju seismik dari kaedah pembiasan seismik dilakukan dengan keputusan nilai 

pekali korelasi yang kecil antara keduanya. Imej subpermukaan kawasan kajian 

dihasilkan daripada maklumat yang diperolehi dari kajian kaedah pembiasan seismik 

dan penggerudian. Peta ketebalan bebanan, ketebalan lapisan tepu dan ketinggian 

batuan hampar dihasilkan menggunakan maklumat daripada kedua-dua kaedah. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction 

Due to its deep penetration, high accuracy and high resolution, seismic method is by 

far the most important technique in geophysical world. The history of seismic 

methods started in 1910 with seismic refraction method and since then, the method 

evolved and is widely used until now [41]. Principally, the use of this method is 

mainly in exploring petroleum, however the widespread use of this method, made it 

important in other civil engineering work, groundwater searches and locating 

subsurface geological features[8] [30] [37] [41] [44].  

The seismic method used controllable and movable source of energy, small 

recording points and continuous recording along profile’s line [41] [44]. 

Reconstructions of the subsurface images is based on the velocity of travel time 

obtain from the energy source to the detector. Initially, manual calculation method 

was used to extract the information gain from the survey, data were plotted by hand 

and interpretation was done graphically [3]. Nowadays, more promising and faster 

method using computer processing was used in extracting the information needed 

from the survey. In land based work, geophone is primarily used as the detector with 

different type of energy source mainly from explosive or non-explosive source to 

generate the seismic waves [2]. The paths where the seismic waves propagate are 

dependent on the elastic properties of the paths itself. 

No doubt that seismic method can be extremely useful and provide valuable 

information needed in most cases. However, it is good to know and recognize the 

limitations of this method. Common limitation is when lack of contrast in elastic 

properties occurs, the nonuniqueness of interpretation techniques, resolution and noise
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problem which vary as the noise is site dependent. With this concern limitations, the 

field procedure of seismic survey must be designed to overcome the limitations and in 

addition to obtain reliable and informative information.   

1.2 Study Area 

The research area is located within the township development area of Mutiara 

Damansara, Petaling Jaya, Selangor, Malaysia. It is closely located to Damansara 

Utama and Sungai Penchala and can easily be reached via Sprint Expressway. The 

area can be accessed by the road network of Damansara-Puchong Expressway (LDP) 

and Persiaran Surian.  

The study area is surrounded by the robust construction development, business 

park including offices and residential area which contributes to the noise 

contamination of the data.  As it offers good justification for the research objective, 

the area was chosen as the study area. Figure 1.1 shows the Google map of the 

research area.  

1.2.1 Geological Background 

The geology of the area is underlain by the KL granite formation. Figure 1.2 shows 

the typical weathering profile of granite in tropical region. The borehole data show 

that the granite bedrock is generally from 20 to 25 meters below the ground surface. 

The granite appears to be moderately weathered and boulders were not founds. From 

the borehole logs, it shows a different result from the normal weathering profile 

classification. The example of the borehole log is shown in Table 1.1. The soil layers 

overlying the granite predominantly consist of soft to very stiff silt and/or sand with 

gravel. The test was done at every 1.5 meter of the sample. The number of blow 

needed (N value) for each test was clearly stated. Comparison between borehole log 

example and weathering profile shows the absent of class IV from the weathering 

profile in the borehole log example. Therefore, no clear cut-off fraction between the 

inner layers of the sampling area is identified. 
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1.3 Problem Statement 

With the high-density of populations and high level noise environment, it is very 

challenging to get a good seismic signal. Most of the signals recorded have been 

contaminated by the unwanted signals, noise. There are many type of noise, thus 

removing the noise itself is very challenging in the seismic world. Therefore, a good 

plan is required before the research in order to minimize the noise contamination. The 

four different seismic acquisition parameters were tested in the field in order to 

minimize the noise level. Due to its limitation on the space, the study area’s is fully 

utilized in order to get the optimum data. 

Once the data are collected and observed, there are a lot of noises identified in the 

data. Even though primary action in ensuring the low noise contamination was taken, 

further action was proposed and tested. New techniques in reducing the noise level 

was formulated and tested on the data. 

General understanding on the value of velocity is it will increase with the stiffness 

or hardness of the Earth’s layer. The same understanding was applied in the Standard 

Penetration Test (SPT) where the number of blow (N-value) of the test will increase 

with the hardness of the sample. As for now, there is no work done in correlating both 

velocity and value from the refraction survey and N-value from the SPT in the study 

area. Therefore, a correlation between those two values was carried out.
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Figure 1.1: Study area with coordinates of 3.1622.31,101.614543) denotes with green arrow and it 2.5cm to 100 m scale in Google image on the 

right side.
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Figure 1.2: Schematic diagram showing the typical classification of weathering 

profile (after Bujang et. al., 2005). 
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Table 1.1: Borehole log example. 
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1.4 Objectives 

The objectives of this research are:   

1. To design the acquisition parameter for noisy area.  

2. To formulate new approach for noise reduction using MatLab software. 

3. To investigate the possible correlation between Standard Penetration Test 

(SPT) values obtain from borehole data and velocity values obtain from 

seismic survey. 

4. To image the granite interface in the noisy environment. 

In order to reach the objective, four sub-objectives had been identified. The sub-

objectives are: 

1. To determine the suitable source/plate to be use with hammer. 

2. To find the best mechanisms for getting optimum number of stacking. 

3. To investigate the sustainability of the geophone used. 

4. To compare the normal processing result with the new develop technique. 

1.5 Thesis Outline 

This thesis consists of five chapters. Chapter 1 features the introduction, study area, 

objectives and problem statement. Thesis outline also stated in this chapter.  

Chapter 2 presents the literature review made on the related field. The previous 

works of other researchers also present in order to give overview on the research gap. 

The used of method in different environments and the advantages of the interpretation 

method available in industry is also described. 

The research methodology taken in this work is discussed in Chapter 3. The steps 

taken in each stage is present in detail work flow chart. This includes detail discussion 

on field procedure, processing and interpretation of the data as well as the new data 

enhancement technique. 
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Chapter 4 elaborates the results achieved for each objective. The final suitable 

parameters to be used in urban area are present in details and discussed. The 

comparison of result before and after the data enhancement using the new technique is 

also discussed and compared. The finding on correlation between seismic velocity and 

SPT value is present too.  

Chapter 5 ends the research findings with conclusion and recommendations for 

future works and better direction of the field of study. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Introduction 

In the early days, the seismic refraction method which has been discovered by the 

German geophysicist, L Mintrop was widely used in oil exploration and detecting salt 

dome [41]. Over time, after the method was well established, it has become one of the 

tools in applied geophysics. Then, it was replaced by seismic reflection for the main 

oil prospecting method. The rapid advancement and refinement in equipment and 

interpretation technique of this refraction method proved that it is one of the best 

reliable, non-invasive and relatively minimal cost of data collection for shallow 

activities. The applicability of this method made it suitable in solving petroleum, 

mineral, hydrology and engineering problems [3] [8] [30] [37] [41]. The used of 

seismic refraction instrument in shallow target studies is traced back from early 

1950’s to 1980. Started from 1980, the use of multichannel, signal enhancement 

seismograph and microcomputer with capabilities in executing Generalized 

Reciprocal Method (GRM) for interpreting the data made it possible for detail 

subsurface mapping [25]. 

Seismic refraction method is widely used in petroleum, mineral and engineering 

investigations. This includes the application in civil engineering projects, geothermal 

area, mineral deposition, mining projects, groundwater studies and dam projects.  

Ackermann [1] discussed the application of this method in geothermal area at the Raft 

River, Southern Idaho. Hayashi and Takahashi [13] stated the widely use of this 

method in civil engineering projects in mountainous areas, including railway and 

highway tunnel, dam constructions and landslides protection in Japan. Kilty et. al.[21] 

used this seismic refraction method in upgrading the roadways and retaining wall to 

the Horse Mesa Dam, Arizona. 
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M. Kamen Kaye [20] extended the used of this method in the study of the 

relationship between post-basement velocities and compaction on the deposition 

affect at Orinoco basin, Venezuela. Gendzwill [7] in the other hand extended the used 

of seismic refraction method to monitor the thickness of salt formation over the 

potash mine in Saskatchewan. 

Several interpretation methods were introduced and still applicable to be used up 

till today. The first method introduced was “method of differences" in 1930s. The 

classical evolution of the interpretation method was active in between 1930 and 1970 

with the enhancement to suit the shooting configurations and field arrangement [3] 

[4]. However, the variations with no difference in its fundamental concept were 

different in graphical approaches in order to compensate the lack of computer 

machines during that time [3]. Such interpretation methods are Barthelmes’ 

Procedure, Wyrobek-Gardner Method, Slotnick Method, Tarrant Method, Hales’ 

Method, and Wavefront Method. In 1980, Palmer’s first publication of “Generalized 

Reciprocal Method” was published and since then, the interpretation method view is 

changed. The encouragement of using this method on a regular basis is particularly 

based on its ability to solve hidden layer problem [4]. 

2.2 Shallow Seismic Refraction 

Selection of shallow seismic refraction source for a survey within the project’s 

constraint can be a very crucial decision for geophysicist. Many sources were 

discussed and they agreed that every survey’s site have their own characteristics and 

the source use might be varying from one site to another site [33]. The applicability of 

this method made it suitable in solving petroleum, mineral, environmental, hydrology 

and engineering problems [8] [26] [37] [41]. 

Utilizing the propagation of elastic waves through the Earth as the medium, this 

method is based on the following fundamental postulates [41]:  

The waves are propagates with different velocity for each different layer. 

The velocities contrast between the layers is large. 
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The layer velocities increase with depth. 

By using the basic concept of wave travelling under the Earth’s layer and measure 

some elastic properties of the Earth’s subsurface layer, the data is obtained where the 

energy required is either from impact, explosives or mechanical source [2][8][41]. 

The seismic waves produced by this energy source will travel along the subsurface 

and two different types of seismic waves are expected to be transmitted, the 

longitudinal waves and transverse wave. In longitudinal wave, usually termed in P-

waves (primary waves), the particles move back and forth along the direction of 

propagation. For transverse wave, termed as S-waves (secondary waves), the particle 

move perpendicular to the direction of propagation. Both of the seismic waves will 

return to the ground and the signal is captured by the detector. 

The velocities of P-waves and S-waves in terms of density, ρ and elastic 

coefficient can be calculated by using the following equations [2]. 

Vp =  
  

 

 
  

 
 =   

 

 

     

           
   

 

Vs =  
 

 
 =    

 

 
 

 

      
 

 

with 

Vp = Velocities of P-waves 

Vs = Velocities of S-waves 

K = Bulk modulus 

G = Rigidity modulus 

E = Young’s modulus 

ρ = Density 

µ = Poisson’s ratio 
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The travel time between the detector and seismic source is recorded by the array 

of geophones (detector) which lies in a straight line on the ground. The signals are 

captured and stored by a seismograph. Later, the signals are transferred to the 

computer for processing purposes. In the early days, the available interpretation 

methods cannot solve complex problem such as hidden layer problem. But, with the 

advent more sophisticated technology, this problem can be solved and allows 

interpretation of the data easier, thus more detail information is obtain. 

Though there has been new interpretation technique proposed and developed to 

solve complex cases, the same technique of basic field practice and interpretation has 

not changed and is still used as it was before. Based on the law of light rays 

propagation, Snell’s Law together with critical incidence phenomenon, the foundation 

of seismic refraction survey was discovered [12] [37] [41]. Figure 2.1 shows the 

Snell’s Law diagram. 

 

Figure 2.1: Snell’s Law diagram (modified from Encyclopedia Britannica, Inc., 2006). 

     

     
 = 

  

  
     Equation 1 

with 

  = angle of incidence 

  = angle of refraction 

  = velocity of medium 1 

  = velocity of medium 2 
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The critical incidence only occurs when there is an increase in velocity at the 

lower refracting layer (V2 is greater than V1) and the angle of refraction is 90°. With 

this assumption, therefore the Equation 1 becomes:  

       = 
  

  
      Equation 2 

Figure 2.2 shows the illustration of the seismic refraction based on the stated 

condition above [41].  

Two other principles that are important in seismic refraction are Fermat’s 

Principle and Huygen’s Principle. Huygen, in his principle stated that all points in 

wavefront can be considered as the point source for the secondary wavefront.  Fermat 

developed the well known principle of least time, where he stated that in propagation 

of waves, the path travelled by the waves will always be the shortest path. Figure 2.3 

show sthe application of Huygen’s principle in determining the position of second 

wavefront. 

In shallow seismic work, most of the wave involved is the P-waves. Even the S-

waves is not involved directly to this work, the appearance of this waves gives more 

understanding on the data itself. These S-waves have less speed and appears later in 

the seismogram [2]. The first arrival of the P-waves indicates the travel time between 

the source and the detector. This travel time is very important for the seismic 

refraction survey method as it will give the information needed about the survey area. 

Thus, the equipment, energy source, trigger and geophone array are very important in 

field design procedure and the decision on the parameter used will influence the data 

acquired at the said area. 

The first type of wave that will appear first in the seismogram is the direct wave. 

At greater distance, refracted waves will arrives before the direct waves due to the 

high velocity boundaries they travel in. The point where refracted waves appear first 

is called crossover distance, xcros, intercept time, ti is time where the refracted waves 

cut the y-axis. Critical distance, xcrit is a minimum distance from energy source to 

thefirst refraction can be received [2] [4]. The position of xcros, xcrit and ti is illustrated 

in Figure 2.4.    
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Figure 2.5 shows the position of different type of seismic wave arrival in common 

seismic record. From the figure, we can identify the position of direct wave, 

refraction, reflection and ground roll. 

 

 

Figure 2.2: Critical refraction (Sjögren,1984). 

 

 

Figure 2.3: Applying Huygen’s Principle in determining the second wavefront arrival 

time, t2 after the interval time of Δt from the first arrival, t1 (Burger, 1992). 
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Figure 2.4: Xcrit, xcros and ti position in a t-x curve. 

 

Figure 2.5: Position of seismic wave’s arrivals (Washburn and Wiley, 1941). 
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2.2.1 The First Kick 

Since the signal that we are interested in shallow seismic refraction is the first arrival 

signal, it is good to have a view on this signal. This first signal, known as first break is 

defined as the first kick on a trace or the first noticeable signal from the background 

noise, it depends primarily upon the signal-to-noise ratio and amplifier gain. Shot and 

receivers location, size of charge or energy source and noise level are the factors that 

affect the signal-to-noise ratio [9] [11]. Figure 2.6 shows the example of the picking 

on the first break on a data.  

In general, the task of picking this first break where the energy is associated with 

the refracted waves or direct waves that travel from shot point to receiver is crucial. 

Shallow seismic refraction survey uses the arrival time of first signal for the analysis 

of the subsurface depth. 

The above definition of the first kick event may not be useful given under some 

circumstances: (1) “no sudden takeoff of the trace when the disturbance arrives. The 

motion begins gradually and if the first kick arrival time is attempted, the time picked 

will depend upon the over-all magnification of the seismograph [38], (2) the delay of 

the arrival due to noise disturbance, (3) amplitudes and phase picked as a first event 

vary from trace to trace, (4) some practical limit on how weak the signal is and the 

early part may not be present [11].  

Some problem arises when the hand picking is done due to the stated 

circumstance; Ricker [38] defines the first event as the intercept first kick which is 

obtained when picking the time where the first motion intercepts the time axis through 

the inflection point. This objective definition somehow has problems due to the time 

consumed for constructing the tangent manually and the intercept first kick arrives 

later than the true first kick when compared. 
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Figure 2.6: Picking the first break. 

2.2.2 Interpretation Method 

The basic process of interpretation was to plot the first arrival from the picking in the 

function of geophone position. Different velocity layers were defined by fit straight 

line to the data. The computer revolution made it possible for interpretation to be done 

faster than before. However, the cultural and economic barrier made most 

practitioners to continue using the old methods, which use hand plots, graphically 

interpretation, and hand calculators for calculation [9].  

The development of the interpretion method is rapid and active during the years of 

1930-1970 with many researchers trying to compensate the basic method introduced. 

As reported by Dobecki and Romig [9] the GRM method, introduced by Palmer 

(1981) was the successor of the improved, first introduced method by Edge and Labi 

(1931) known as “method of difference”. The method proposed by Palmer is one of 

the biggest contributions in the interpretation method for seismic refraction and have 

been used in many environment and case study by other researchers. 

Palmer [35] introduced the generalized reciprocal method, a technique for 

interpret and process the in-line seismic refraction data which include forward and 

reverse travel times.  This method uses computation velocity analysis function and 

generalized time-depth in unit of time as the processing aspect. The major advantage 

of this method is the ability to measure the depth conversion of dips up to 20 degree.  
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On the other hand, other researcher or institution focused on the development of 

the equipment they have at that time. As reported by Moore (1952) in Stam [42], the 

earliest development was done by the Physical Research Branch of the Bureau of 

Public Roads, Washington D.C. which developed a portable three-channel 

seismograph. The equipment has successfully fulfilled the need in United States with 

several combined characteristics of seismic refraction with the use of fixed geophone 

technique and movable shot point. 

Common interpretation methods apply since the appearance of seismic refraction 

method and advancement in computing including Intercept Time Method (ITM), 

Delay Time Method, Generalized Reciprocal Method (GRM) and Hagiwara Method. 

However, GRM have been widely use in routine basic as the ability of this method in 

solving hidden layer problem [26]. 

2.3 Geophone Coupling Problem 

In the early stage of the application of this method, many problems arise as the 

initial equipment consists of single channel equipment. The problem is partially 

resolved over the years by adding more channels into each record. The multi-channel 

system undoubtedly has increased the record’s quality and longer spreads can be used. 

However, many questions concerning the geophone’s design and methods to plant in 

for optimum results were discussed. Several researches both on the theoretical and 

experimental level have done research since the early days [14] [24] [45]. 

The theoretical modeling studies of the geophone ground coupling and modeling 

have dominated the discussion rather than the experimental work. Nonetheless, early 

experimental work by Washburn and Wiley [45] discovered a resonant system is 

formed by the geophone ground coupling and the ground. They also demonstrated the 

amplitude and phase of seismic signal record could be seriously distorted by the 

difference among individual geophone. They also discussed about the influence factor 

of this characteristic, which are type and condition of the ground surface, the method 

of planting the geophone, the geophone weight and base area. 

The following experimental work by Krohn [24] defined the geophone ground 

coupling as the accuracy with which the geophones measure the actual ground 
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motion. Even though the conventional geophone used frequency less than the resonant 

frequency, the crew should plant the geophone firmly to the ground to avoid the 

coupling effect as it will limit the geophone response to the ground motion. Krohn 

suggested conventional technique of planting the geophone in firm soil is acceptable 

for frequency less than 100 Hz and for frequency more than 100 Hz, the geophone 

should be buried to achieve better coupling as the firmness of the soil is increase with 

increasing depth. Krohn concludes that the coupling is dependence on the soil type, 

geophone placement, spike length, geophone radius and geophone mass. As long as 

the geophone is firmly coupling with the soil, the effect of the geophone coupling 

could be disregarded as the conventional seismology used frequency less than its 

resonant frequency. 

Another experimental work by Hoover and O’Brien [14] discusses the other 

factors that mostly influence the signals, which are the geophone coupling, dimension 

of earth contact, local soil consolidation and properties dependent upon the geophone 

mass. They stated that the filtering effects on seismic data is equivalent to the damped 

oscillatory system by using theoretical calculation on the earth-geophone coupling 

based on the way theory approach. Three different techniques of measuring ground 

coupling stated by Krohn, Washburn and Wiley,  and Hoover and O’Brien is modified 

and deploy by Drijkoningen [5]. Continuing from Krohn’s work, he concludes that the 

behavior of poor planted geophones is determined by its weight while the good 

planted geophones are determined by the shear along the spike.  

The previous theoretical studies model the geophone as the cylinder lying on the 

Earth’s surface [14] [46]. In his study, Krohn mentioned about taken spike into 

modeling. Even though Krohn mentioned about spike should be taken into account of 

modeling, Tan [43] is the first to carry this out in his work, followed by Rademakers 

et al [36], who also quantified the ground-coupling phenomenon which is not taken 

into account by Tan. 

2.4 Noise Type 

In seismic refraction survey, noise always creates the most problem. Different 

types of noise will give different types of signature signal yet give the same problem 
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on the data acquired. Contamination of the data with noise makes the researcher find 

the way to reduce if not eliminate the noise. As the different type of noise gives 

different signature of signal in the data, researcher believes that noise comes from any 

direction and can be reduced with a proper survey planning and reduction techniques. 

Most noise is not due to equipment, but more due to human activities and natural 

phenomena and normally can be eliminated by careful survey planning [2]. Two 

common major type of seismic noise have been identified as 1) coherent and 2) 

incoherent. The coherent noise normally follows some trend and sometimes 

subdivided into energy that travels horizontally and energy that reach the spread more 

or less vertically. Surface waves, noise from vehicular traffic and multiples are the 

examples of coherent noise. Incoherent noise on the other hand often refers as random 

and repeatable due to near-surface irregularities scattering and inhomogeneities. Non-

repeatable incoherent noise may occur due to the wind, movement of trees and people 

walking near geophone [44]. 

Dobrin and Savit [4] define noise as the spurious seismic signals from ground 

motion not associated with reflections in seismic prospecting context. They propose 

expert tuning and adjustment of noise suppression techniques as the signal and noise 

frequency, direction of arrival as well as the other relevant factors are varied from 

place to place. To conceal the signal beneath the noise, they propose an averaging 

concept in order to get a better estimation.  

Scales and Snieder [40] agree that noise is the features that we not bother to 

explain. In deterministic process, it is not clear how the unmodeled Earth response 

can be treated as noise if the reproducible between the experiment and corresponds is 

high. They review three implications on geophysics in this paper which is 1) stacking 

of data where the averaging of the stacking can reduce noise when compared to the 

signal. The noise is different in each experiments, 2) prescription of a priori in 

Bayesian inversion where it is fine to include signal-generated “noise” in the joint 

distribution function of the data error and 3) making the decision how well to fit the 

data where one need to differentiate which part of the data is real and which part is 

not and should be consider as noise. This is important in order to identify data and 

noise in a more subtle way. 
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Li and Couzens [27] define ground roll as the strong coherent noise, which always 

degrades the seismic data quality. Routinely, bandpass filters are used to attenuate this 

noise as it is dominated by low frequency energy range and only little useful signal 

can be extracted. Other than that, time-variant spectral whitening (TVSW) is also used 

to attenuate the ground roll noise. In this paper, they introduced a new method, time-

frequency adaptive noise suppression (T-FANS) used in seismic data where it isolate 

and attenuate localized high-amplitude noise. In their perspective localized means 

limited range of space, time and frequency domain. 

2.5 Use of Seismic Refraction Survey 

A paper by D. Linehan, S.J. and V. J. Murphy [28] discussed the application of the 

seismic refraction survey in two different geologic environment and field conditions 

of noisy area. The proposed skyscraper at the Bay Back area, Prudential Centre, 

Boston, Massachusetts was once tidal land and is a reclaimed land. The limitation 

faced by the operator is the loose fill materials area which limits the charges used. The 

proposed additional building at the St. Mary’s Colllege, Montreal, Quebec on the 

other hand faced different problem with the existing structure and busy roadways on 

all side of the sites. For both sites, the operator need to be creative where they have to 

wait until quite moment occurs when the railroad traffic stopped coincidentally with 

minimum local vehicular traffic to avoid noise contamination. The charges used also 

small in quantity so that it does not endangered the existing structure, operator 

personnel and surroundings area. 

Martí et al. [31] used seismic reflection method in finding detail characterizations 

of subsurface for subway tunnel drilling in Barcelona, Spain. They highlighted the 

difficulties encountered when work with this urban area such as cultural noise and 

street layout which limit the ability of instrument deployment. Other than that, poor 

subsurface knowledge, distribution of existing infrastructures, streets and buildings, 

location of utilities services, building foundations and subterranean garage severely 

alter the wavefield which lead to the scattering effects and make it difficult to obtain 

good seismic signal. In order to obtain better quality seismic data, they conducted the 

acquisition during midnight to early morning as it the quietest time they can have.  
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Mossman et al. [34] presents the application of seismic refraction and reflection 

method for proposed Deep Tunnel System in Chicago using vibroseis. The intense 

urban development in the area precluded the use of explosive or percussion type 

energy source, thus the used of vibroseis. The seismic survey was designed to aid the 

city streets and boulevards. Split spread with nine detector were deployed at each 

separation for reliable results to be obtained. 

Work done by Hager-Ritcher Geoscience, Inc. [16] at the Mid-Western city for 

locating underground leaking storage tank is one of the example of seismic refraction 

survey in noisy, paved and partially located on fill which lead to difficulties in acquire 

data. For the solution, they used both close line spacing and close geophone spacing. 

As a result, a high resolution seismic refraction survey was done in two days and yield 

to the detailed and accurate bedrock surface map.  

During summer 2009, a planned seismic survey was taken at the Long 

Beach/Signal Hill, California [6]. This is a revisited survey from 2006 due to the 

public concerns towards the effects felt and heard from seismic vibrator. During the 

recent survey, the responsible company, Signal Hill Petroleum has taken several 

actions in making the survey successful.  They redefine the vibrator sweep to meet the 

residents concern and deployment of nodal survey, utilizing 100% cable free, passive 

recording system. Mutual agreement with municipal, residents and the contractor 

involved yield to the successful of this survey. 

2.6 Standard Penetration Test vs. Seismic Velocity 

For a routine geotechnical site investigation, the used of number of blows (N) of 

Standard Penetration Test (SPT) and undrained shear strength (su) is more common as 

the many engineering consultant is more familiar with this method [38] [39]. In 

addition, this old test is relatively cheap in comparison with borehole drilling besides 

the practicality of this old method [19] [23]. Basically, the N-value obtained from 

SPT is related to the strength and deformation properties of the ground as stated by 

Koukis et. al [23]. The site classification is shown in Table 2.1 as reported by Glenn 

[39] is based on the International Building Code 2003.  
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As this correlation is important for the ground motion assessments, many 

researchers have done an empirical correlation of these two parameters at different 

region in the world consisting different type of sediments and area [10] [19] [23] [29]. 

Although it is good to have the dynamic soil parameter test in situ, it is often not 

preferable as it is not economic at all locations. With these correlations, researchers 

are hoping to get a more reliable correlation that considerable advantage. 

 

 

Table 2.1: Site classification scheme (after Glenn, 2006). 

Site 

Class 

Description 

 

Average properties in the top 30 m 

Shear wave 

velocity, Vs 

(m/sec) 

Standard 

penetration 

resistance, N 

Undrained shear 

strength, Su (psf) 

A Hard rock Vs > 1500 Not applicable Not applicable 

B Rock 760 < Vs ≤ 1500 Not applicable Not applicable 

C Very dense soil 

and soft rock 

360 < Vs ≤ 760 N > 50 Su > 2000 

D Stiff soil 180 < Vs ≤ 360 15 < N ≤ 50 1000 < Su ≤ 2000 

E Soft soil Vs ≤ 180 N ≤ 15 Su  ≤ 1000 

E - Any profile with more than 10ft of soil having the 

following characteristics: 

1. Plasticity index PI > 20; 

2. Moisture content w > 40%; and 

3. Undrained shear strength Su < 500 psf 

F - Any profile containing soils having one or more of the 

following characteristics: 

1. Soils vulnerable to potential failure or collapse 

under seismic loading. 

2. Peats and/or highly organic clays. 

3. Very high plasticity clays. 

4. Very thick soft/medium stiff clays. 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes the methodologies and equipments used in this work. The data 

used are primarily from the data acquired in the research area. The first section will 

describe the steps taken in order to achieve the first objective which is, to design the 

acquisition parameter for noisy area. This stage is very important since the research 

area is in urban area and there are a lot of noises coming from all directions. The 

general view of the research area, surrounded by traffic, residential areas and business 

development area are shown in Figure 3.1. In this study, an acquisition parameter that 

is practical to be use in this kind of environment will be designed. 

The second section will focus on the second objective which is, to formulate new 

technique for noise reduction using MatLab software. Since the data acquired in the 

urban area is normally contaminated by noise, we need to have a tool that can filter 

the recorded noise.   

The third section will represent the method used in order to achieve the third 

objective which is, to investigate the correlation between Standard Penetration Test 

(SPT) values obtain from borehole data and velocity values obtain from seismic 

survey. The methodology used in the research was summarized as a research flow 

chart and shown in the Figure 3.2.  
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Figure 3.1: General view of the research area, surrounded by residential areas, business development area and arrows indicates where the 

noises coming from.
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Figure 3.2: Research flow chart
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3.2 Testing Acquisition Parameter 

The research area is located at the urban area; this makes the data acquired easily 

contaminated with different type of noise. In order to gain a good signal record with 

less noise, the acquisition parameter and field set up need to be design in such away to 

meet the purpose. There are four types of testing done in the field, 1) the geophone 

array testing, 2) source testing, 3) equipment testing and 4) trigger testing. The result 

of these tests will be discussed in the following chapter. 

3.2.1 Geophone Array Testing 

Two different geophone (14-Hz) arrays (single-geophone array and triple geophone 

array) were tested in order to determine which array captured most of the desired 

signals since the research area is small and the noise is coming from all direction. 

Triple geophone array was chosen as it can be arrange in triangle group and the 

available equipment only permit up to triple geophone array. 

In order to compare the quality of the data recorded, the test was done at the same 

site and on the same line. For the triple geophone array, the geophones are planted as 

in triangle group rather than vertically or horizontally in line. The idea of doing so is 

that the noise reached the geophones can be eliminate as the noises suspected coming 

from all of the direction.  

The concept of vertical stacking is applied in this testing. Based on the concept of 

constructive and destructive of wave, it is understandable that coherent noise will 

enhance, thus construct the signal after several stacking. For the random signal, it will 

be minimize and destruct the signal after several stacking. This wave’s concept is 

shown in Figure 3.3. The schematic diagram for single geophone array and triple 

geophone array is given in Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5 respectively. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 3.3 : (a) Constructive concept of wave (b) : Destructive concept of wave. 
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(a) 

 

 

 

 

 

(b) 

Figure 3.4 : (a) Single geophone array (b): Schematic diagram showing array of single geophone. 

 

(a) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(b) 

Figure 3.5: (a) Triple geophone array  (b): Schematic diagram showing triple array geophone. 
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3.2.2 Source Testing 

As the energy used in this research was mainly from induce source energy, sledge 

hammer and the striker plate play a critical role. This test was carried out with three 

different type of striker plate before and along the acquisition in order to determine 

the best striker plate to be pair with sledge hammer. A good striker plate will give a 

good signal when the energy induced.  

There are several types of induced land source. Dynamite, short gun, sledge 

hammer and weight drop are the examples of commonly used energy source in land 

acquisition. Due to the research area, mobility and safety, sledge hammer was chosen 

as the primary energy source in this research. The fact that this source did not give 

great energy imparted cannot be denied. But, this source is a very good and reliable 

for shallow acquisition since it can sum up the ground motion and enhance the 

waveforms of the records after a number of impacts.  

There are several reasons why sledge hammer was chosen as the primary induced 

source energy rather than other induced source like dynamite, vibrator and weight 

drop. One of the factors is the mobility of the sledge hammer. The sledge hammer can 

be handled by one field crew as the weight and shape of it is easy to move. 

The cost of the sledge hammer is very cheap in comparison to the other induce 

energy source. The handling cost for dynamite is relatively higher because only 

licensed personal can handle the source as it is dangerous. Other than that, the area of 

the study (urban area) makes it unsuitable to use dynamite or shot gun.  

The other factor is safety of using the source. Since the sledge hammer gives low 

impact of induce energy compare to dynamite and shot gun, it is very suitable to use 

in urban type research area. This source will not create and gain attention from the 

residents and it is very safe. 
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3.2.2.1 Striker Plate 

Three different type of striker plate were used in this test which is 1) wooden plate, 2) 

aluminium plate and 3) steel plate.  These plates were tested based on their diameter, 

weight, thickness, durability towards the impact from the sledge hammer, ability to 

give good signals and the ductility of the material.  These parameters are very 

important in order to gain good signals and speed up the acquisition. Table 3.1 

represents the characteristics for each striker plate. Figure 3.6 (a), (b) and (c) shows 

the striker plate used during the acquisition phase. 

There are three important parameters to look at during this test. The quality of the 

seismic signals obtain when the energy is impacted by the sledge hammer, the 

toughness of the striker plates towards the impact from sledge hammer and the 

mobility of the striker plate in the field. 

 

Table 3.1: Striker plate’s characteristic. 

 Aluminium Steel Wood 

Diameter (meter) 0.28 0.31 0.20 

Thickness (meter) 0.038 0.038 0.15 

Weight 

(kilogram) 

5.97 21.15 2.74 
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Figure 3.6: (a) Aluminium striker plate. 

 

Figure 3.6 : (b) Steel striker plate. 

 

Figure 3.6 : (c) Wooden striker plate. 
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3.2.3 Seismograph 

The equipment used is sets of seismograph system from ABEM. Two different 

seismographs are tested in order to determine data quality given by the equipment, 

visibility of the first seismic signal which is known as the first break and the 

capability of the seismograph in helping the speed of the acquisition phase. This 

testing is needed in order to have a good quality of data sets and maximize the 

recorded signals for the next processing step.  

A common seismic line was chosen as the test line. Both seismographs are linked 

together so that they are interconnected to each other. This action was taken so that 

the energy level is at the same for both seismographs and the signals captured are 

from the same amount of energy and travel at the same speed. Several shots points 

were shot. From the recorded signals, the signals captured were analyzed and the 

equipment is determined to be the main equipment for acquisition, except when the 

data acquisition has to be completed in a specific duration of time, both equipments 

were used.  

A set of 24-channel seismograph system and 48-channel seismograph system 

were tested during this testing stage. The characteristics of both seismographs are 

shown in Table 3.2. Figure 3.7 show how the two seismographs systems were 

connected during the testing phase. Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9 shows the diagram for 

both seismograph systems. While Figure 3.10 show the interconnection of both 

seismographs. 

Table 3.2: Equipment characteristic. 

Type 24-channel 48-channel 

Weight (Kilogram) 16 23 

Dimensions (Meter)  0.48 x 0.26 x 0.33 0.48 x 0.26 x 0.47 
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Figure 3.7: Two seismographs systems interconnected to each other at the trigger 

port during the testing phase. 

 

  

Figure 3.8: 24 channel seismograph 

diagram. 

Figure 3.9: 48 channel seismograph 

diagram. 

 

Figure 3.10: Interconnection of both seismographs diagram.
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3.2.4 Trigger Type 

For the triggering purposes, a test was done in order to determine the most suitable 

trigger to be use during the acquisition. A commercial trigger switch and a geophone 

were used for the testing. The trigger switch acts as the make/break trigger and it is 

attached to the sledge hammer. The geophone, on the other hand act as the analogue 

triggers and placed near to the striker plate. Figure 3.11 shows the position of the 

trigger respectively. This trigger is very important since it is the only device that helps 

the triggering process, captures the signal and sends it to the seismograph.  

There are three parameters that we look at the trigger type during the testing, there 

is 1) The sensitivity level of the trigger, 2) time needed to move the trigger from one 

point to another and 3) time required recovering to the initial condition. The 

characteristics for each trigger are shown in Table 3.3. 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 3.11: (a) Analogue trigger position next to the striker plate (b) Trigger switch 

position near to the sledge hammer head. 
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Table 3.3: Trigger characteristic. 

Type Switch Analog 

Weight (kilogram) 0.07 0.28 

Size Small Medium 

Trigger level input (Hz) 10 14  

Position Near to hammer’s head Planted on the ground 

3.2.5 Spread Layout and Shot Point Configuration System 

Total of seven shot points were used for each seismic line. All shots points are placed 

in line with the seismic spread. In some condition, the shot point will relocate at 

different position. The layout spread orientation has been decided on the site itself. 

The decision has made in order to obtain good seismic data. The shot point locations 

for both channel systems are referred to the start of line and the length is in meter. 

Since there are two different channel of seismograph that has been used, two 

different orientation of the spread layout is used. The geophone interval for both 

seismographs is different from each other. For 24 channel system, the geophone 

spacing intervals are constant at 5 meters spacing. While for the 48 channel system, 

the geophones spacing intervals are constant at 2.5 meters. The schematic diagram of 

this channel system is shown in Figure 3.12. 

The positions of the shot point for both seismographs are different since the 

geophone spacing intervals are different. The positions of the shot point are shown in 

the following Table 3.4 and Table 3.5. 
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Figure 3.12: Schematic diagram for spread layout using 24 and 48-channel seismograph.
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Table 3.4: 24 channel seismograph shot points position. 

 24 Geophones 

Shot point In meters In geophone position 

1 -15 15m away from geophone 1 

2 2.5 In between geophone 1 & 2 

3 27.5 In between geophone 6 & 7 

4 57.5 In between geophone 12 & 13 

5 87.5 In between geophone 18 & 19 

6 112.5 In between geophone 23 & 24 

7 130 15m away from geophone 24 

 

Table 3.5: 48 channel seismograph shot points position. 

 48 Geophones 

Shot point In meters In geophone position 

1 -15 15m away from geophone 1 

2 1.25 In between geophone 1 & 2 

3 28.75 In between geophone 12 & 13 

4 58.75 In between geophone 24 & 25 

5 86.25 In between geophone 35 & 36 

6 116.25 In between geophone 47 & 48 

7 132.5 15m away from geophone 48 
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3.3 Normal Processing Cycle 

The data obtain from the acquisition had gone through the normal processing cycle 

which is using computer software before the advanced data improvement take place. 

The flow for this stage is shown in Figure 3.13. The software used in this processing 

was IXRefraX from Interpex Limited. This software is using Generalized Reciprocal 

Method (GRM) as their primary method.  

The raw data with moderate noise level from the seismograph is saved and 

manual first break picking is done. The raw data is printed out before the process 

takes place. Using the software, the data for each line is processed and analyzed.  The 

first break picking using the software is based on the manual first break picking that 

done before.  

After the processing, the information gained from it is used in the model 

development of that particular line. There are two types of model generated from the 

information that we are interested in, 2D inverted model and GRM interpreted depth 

model. From these two models, the velocity for each layer and depth under each of 

the geophone is obtained. 
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Figure 3.13: Normal processing flow chart.
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3.4 Advanced Data Improvement 

This method is used to achieve the second objective of the research, to formulate new 

noise reduction technique using MatLab software. Three different techniques were 

developed and tested, which are 1) subtraction technique, 2) addition technique and 3) 

frequency scaling technique.  

During the acquisition process, apart from the recorded signal at the shot point, 

the noise data (noise record) were also recorded. This noise record records the noise 

level at that particular shot point. Based on comparison of data quality between the 

noisy data and noise record, the new techniques are formulated.  

The data recorded is first converted to the .SGY file format from .SG2 file format 

using IXSeg2SegY software. After the conversion, the data is then ready to be use in 

MatLab software where the algorithm for the method is developed. 

3.4.1 Subtraction and Addition Technique 

The subtraction technique and addition technique was built based on the simple 

mathematical expression shown below. Both of this technique used the original time-

distance domain as the medium of application. The recorded signal data is subtracted 

or added by the recorded noisy data for that particular shot point. The initial 

hypothesis for this technique was, we will get a better clean first break signal after the 

application of both techniques. The final result after the application of this technique 

is compared and discussed.  

A - B = C  (1) 

A + B = D (2) 
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with  

A = Recorded data with moderately noise 

B = Recorded noise data 

C = Product of subtraction 

 D = Product of addition 

3.4.2 Frequency Scaling Technique 

For the frequency scaling technique, the process is divided into two parts.  The first 

part is to identify the noisiest trace from the recorded seismic trace. The second part is 

to carry out the treatment for all the noisy traces. As the discrimination evidence of 

noisy trace, the threshold value of this treatment is selected and fixed at 3. The 

threshold value is determined using the following expression and is the value where 

the cut off frequency is defined: 

A (f) = B1 (f) / B2 (f)   (3) 

where A (f) is the amplitude factor, B1(f) is the average frequency of clean trace and 

B2 (f) is the average frequency of noisy trace. For every trace that has the threshold 

value more than 3, the treatment will apply to that trace. If the threshold value is less 

than 3, the trace will be preserved as its original state.  

The new trace is the dot product of A (f) and each single traces that need the 

treatment. This treatment is done in time domain. To revert back the new traces to 

frequency domain after the treatment, inverse FFT is applied. This technique is done 

using MatLab software. Figure 3.14 explain how the data improvement stage was 

carried out. 
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 Figure 3.14: Advanced data improvement flow chart.
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3.5 Correlation between Standard Penetration Tests (SPT) With Seismic 

Velocity 

In total, there are 99 surveyed seismic lines and 95 boreholes data that were collected 

around the research area. From the surveyed lines, the velocity value for each layers 

and depth under the geophone of the area are obtain. On the other hand, from the 

boreholes data, the value of Standard Penetration Test (SPT) is obtained. The action 

taken for this objective is shown by Figure 3.15. 

From the information, a correlation between velocity value from seismic survey 

and Standard Penetration Test (SPT) from boreholes survey was done. The SPT is 

referring to the number of blows needed for a certain penetration depth of the bottom 

of the borehole by a slide hammer with standard weight and falling distances. The 

SPT blow count value is commonly known as N-value. 

The SPT is done for every 1.5 meter of depth. The depth where the seismic 

encountered the second layer is compared to the depth where the SPT is done. If the 

depth of the encountered second layer is in between the SPT is done, the upper value 

is taken into account. Both the value of the SPT at the cut off level of seismic is 

summed up.  

From the seismic survey, the value obtain is velocity. This velocity value is 

gained from the density contrast of the subsurface. The value is higher for denser 

material compared to lower one. From the SPT, the N-value also counts from the 

density of the sample. The harder the sample, the more blows you need for that 

sample. We are expecting there is a correlation between this two after the graph is 

plot. The result of this correlation will be discussed in the following chapter. Figure 

3.16 shows an example of correlation panel between SPT and Seismic Velocity. 
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Figure 3.15: Correlation flow chart.
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Figure 3.16: Correlation between SPT and seismic velocity.
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the result obtained from the work done.  Discussion of the 

results will be given in three sections. The first section discussed the result of steps 

taken to achieve the first objective which is to design the acquisition parameter for 

noisy area. The second section focused on the results of the development of a new 

approached noise reduction technique using MatLab software. The last section 

discusses the outcome of investigating the possible correlation between Standard 

Penetration Test (SPT) values obtain from borehole data and velocity values obtain 

from seismic survey. 

4.2 Acquisition Parameter Design for Noisy Area 

Field parameter used to acquire seismic refraction data will determine the quality of 

the data recorded. In some area, good quality data are easily obtained. In some other 

area, it is not easy to obtain any good data. The quality of the recorded data is 

dependent on the acquisition parameters used as well as the site characteristic.  Since 

every area / site has their own character, the acquisition parameters should be 

designed to meet those characteristic. One should be aware of the capabilities and 

limitations of the equipment used since the seismic data acquisition equipment has 

finite capabilities. Each aspect of these capabilities can yield to good quality of data 

[1]. 
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Since the research area is located in urban area there are a lot of noise signals 

coming from all direction that should be considered. Choosing the right acquisition 

parameters of this area is very crucial in acquisition phase, even when the locations 

are bad for seismic survey. Thus, deciding the right acquisition parameters is very 

important.  Four acquisition parameters were tested which are 1) geophone array, 2) 

source, 3) equipment and 4) trigger. 

4.2.1 Geophone Array Testing 

Two different geophone arrays were tested in the field which is single array and triple 

array. These arrays were tested in order to determine which array captured most of the 

desired seismic signals. The seismic signals recorded for both array are shown in 

Figure 4.1(a) for single array and Figure 4.2(a) for triple array.  

The triple geophone array captures clearer signal as all three geophone recorded 

the signal at the same time and stacks the signals at the same time which enhance the 

quality of the seismic signal recorded.  The single geophone array on the hand, also 

give a good quality of data even though not as good as the triple geophone array. The 

first break signals are still visible and easily picked up.  

Frequency spectrum of both seismic signals is plotted as in Figure 4.1(b) and 

Figure 4.2 (b). Both of the geophone arrays are giving same seismic signal behavior. 

Both frequency spectrums show the presence of two peaks which dominated at 

frequency range of 10 Hz to 50 Hz and 50 Hz to 100 Hz.  

In single array, the highest amplitude reached by the low frequency is 0 dB at 

frequency of 45 Hz and the highest amplitude by the high frequency is -2 dB
 
at 

frequency 60 Hz. The triple geophone array reached the highest amplitude of low 

frequency at 0 dB
 
at 30 Hz and high frequency of -1 dB at 70 Hz. 

From the plot, it shows very minimal changes in amplitude carried by both 

geophone arrays. Since there are only minimum changes, single geophone array was 

chosen as this array has shorter time in setup and can help in speeding up the 

acquisition.
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4.2.2 Source Testing 

Choosing the right source for the seismic acquisition is important. In every seismic 

acquisition, working under specific budget constrains is a normal practice, and cost is 

one of the most important factor. Often, before a seismic acquisition started, all of this 

constrains will be taken under consideration in order to get the best data. 

As the study area is situated in urban area, this characteristic itself dictates the 

energy source. The traditional, sledge hammer was used as the source due to some 

constraints that have been discuss in previous chapter. Even though the hammer strike 

would not give a great energy imparted, this classical way of seismic acquisition is 

still a useful inexpensive instrument that can enhanced the signals recorded via 

summation of the ground motion and safe to be used in urban area [3]. 

Other considerations that was taken into account are time saving for moving the 

source, convenience and efficiency of the source to enter the research area, man 

power that needed for the mobility of the source and environment concerns. In this 

study, the sledge hammer was used for the source testing due to the constrain for other 

type of sources. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4.1:(a) Single geophone array seismic record using 48-channel seismograph 

(b):  Frequency spectrum. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4.2:(a) Triple geophone array seismic record using 48-chann3l seismograph 

(b):  Frequency spectrum. 
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4.2.2.1 Striker Plate 

Three different striker plates’ were tested which are 1) wooden plate, 2) aluminium 

plate and 3) steel plate. The characteristics of those plates’ were listed in Table 4.1. 

The important parameter of the striker plates in this study are the quality of the 

seismic signals obtain when the energy is imparted by the sledge hammer, the 

toughness of the striker plates towards the impact from sledge hammer and the 

mobility of the striker plates in the field. 

The recorded data for all the striker plates are shown in Figure 4.3 (a), Figure 4.4 

(a) and Figure 4.5 (a) respectively. The signals obtain from shot at the particular 

striker plate’s are showing the same trend. The seismic signals obtain from all of the 

striker plate are clear and the first break are visibly seen. In order to compare the 

quality of the seismic signals obtain when the energy is imparted by the sledge 

hammer, frequency spectrum for all the shots was plotted. The frequency spectrum 

plot of the recorded data is shown by Figure 4.3 (b), Figure 4.4 (b) and Figure 4.5 (b). 

From frequency spectrum plot, all of the seismic signals captured show the same 

behavior. All plates show two dominant peaks of amplitude. Wooden striker plate and 

aluminium striker plate is having the highest amplitude of low dominant frequency at 

0 dB. The steel striker plate is having the highest amplitude of -32 dB at low 

dominant frequency.The highest amplitude of high dominant frequency recorded is at 

-1 dB by wooden striker plate and -2.5 dB aluminium striker plate. The lowest 

amplitude of high dominant frequency is recorded at -35 dB by steel plate. 

From the site’s observation, wooden plate and steel plate is not suitable to be used 

as primary striker plate. The toughness of wooden striker plate is very low, thus make 

it easily broken after several impact from the sledge hammer. The wooden plate is 

also very fragile even though producing good quality of seismic signals. With 0.20 

meter diameter, 0.15 meter thickness and 2.74 kilogram weight, this striker is easy to 

handle. The mobility rate of this striker plate is at very easy level since it is light. 

Steel plate on the other hand is heavy, thus make it difficult to move from one 

location to another location. Furthermore, the steel plate is not that durable, because 

after several lines acquire, it break into two pieces.  
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From the frequency plot, the aluminium striker plate also shows the same 

behavior like the other two striker plates. The seismic signals obtain was good too. 

From the field’s observation, the toughness of this plate is high compared to the other 

two striker plates’. It is still having the shape like before impacting by the sledge 

hammer with slightly changes. With diameter of 0.028 meter, 0.038 meter thickness 

and 5.97 kilogram weight, this striker plate is easy to managed and handled.  

The field observation result is listed in the Table 4.1. From the observation and 

test, it shows that aluminium plate is the best striker plate to be use in the field. The 

signals obtain from this striker plate is good, high rate of toughness make it hard to 

break and medium weight make it mobility rate is medium is the key factor why we 

chose this striker plate instead of the other two. 

 

Table 4.1: Striker plates parameter testing result. 

Parameter tested 
Striker plate 

Wooden Steel Aluminium 

Data quality Good Good Good 

Toughness rate Very low Low High 

Mobility Rate Easy Hard Medium 
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(a)

 

(b) 

Figure 4.3: (a)  Wooden striker plate seismic record using 48-channel seismograph  

(b) Frequency spectrum.
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4.4: (a) Aluminium striker plate seismic record using 48-channel seismograph 

(b) Frequency spectrum.
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 (a) 

 

 

(b)  

Figure 4.5: (a) Steel striker plate seismic record using 48-channel seismograph  

(b) Frequency spectrum. 
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4.2.3 Trigger Type 

Two different trigger types were tested in order to determine sensitivity level of the 

trigger, time needed to move the trigger from one point to another and time required 

recovering to the initial condition. There are commercial switch trigger and an 

analogue trigger. The characteristics of these two trigger are listed in Table 3.3. 

For switch trigger, the trigger position is placed near to the hammer head. This 

trigger switch is working based on make/break principal. From the field observation, 

this trigger is very sensitive to movement. When the shooter swings the hammer, the 

trigger captured the signal from the hammer’s movement. This makes it very difficult 

to acquire seismic signals.  

For analogue trigger, a geophone was used as the analogue trigger. This analogue 

trigger is planted near to the striker plate when the acquisition takes place. The trigger 

must be coupled to the ground firmly as the response to ground motion will be limited 

if it is not firmly coupled. It will capture signal when the trigger level is exceeding the 

trigger level input that we set up in the instrument [4]. With this, the shooter has more 

control and freedom to do the shooting. 

From the field test observation, even though the level of sensitivity of commercial 

trigger is very high, the time needed to move this trigger is very fast. This is due to the 

position of this trigger that is attached near to the hammer’s head. The analogue 

trigger on the other need more time since more time is needed to plant the geophone 

trigger. The geophone need to be re-planted if the striker plate position changed too. 

On average, the time needed to complete one seismic line acquisition using 

commercial switch trigger is slightly faster than using analogue trigger. But, since the 

sensitivity level of commercial switch trigger is very high, the analogue trigger was 

chosen to be used throughout the acquisition phase. The trigger type parameter testing 

result is listed in Table 4.2.  

Further investigation is made for analogue trigger. A test about trigger distance 

from striker plate was also carried out. Two different distances was tested, 1 inch 

from the striker plate and 6 inch from the striker plate. The raw recorded data for both 

distances is shown by Figure 4.6(a) and Figure 4.7(a). The frequency spectrum plot is 

shown in Figure 4.6(b) and Figure 4.7(b). 
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The frequency spectrum obtain from this record shows same behavior of seismic 

signal and there is only slightly different in amplitude for both frequency spectrum. 

There are two peaks of two dominant frequencies which are at 20 Hz to 50 Hz and 50 

Hz to 80Hz. Both of the spectrums show the value of -33 dB for low dominant 

frequency and -35 dB for high dominant frequency. 

From this, we can deduce that, there is no differences in terms of positioning of 

the analogue trigger with the condition, the coupling of the trigger with the soil must 

be firm contact in order to maximize the ability of the geophone in capturing signal 

from the ground motion. 

 

Table 4.2: Trigger type parameter testing result. 

Parameter tested 
Trigger type 

Switch Analogue 

Sensitivity level High Moderate 

Time required to recover to the initial 

condition (second) 

20 10 

Time needed to move (minutes) 10 20 

Average  time needed to complete one 

seismic line (minutes/line) 

40  20  
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(a)

 

(b) 

Figure 4.6: (a) Analogue trigger at 1” away from striker plate seismic record using 48-

channel seismograph (b) Frequency spectrum.
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(a)

 

(b)  

Figure 4.7: (a) Analogue trigger at 6” away from striker plate seismic record using 48-

channel seismograph (b) Frequency spectrum. 
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4.2.4 Equipment and Spread Layout 

Two different sets of seismographs system were tested in the field, 24-channel 

seismograph system and 48-channel seismograph system. The test was carried out in 

order to determine data quality recorded by the equipment, visibility of the first 

seismic signal which is known as the first break and the capability of the seismograph 

in helping the speed of the acquisition phase. The characteristics of the seismographs 

system are listed in Table 3.2. 

The test was carried out with the seismographs system interconnected with each 

other. The data recorded was acquired at the same shot point with the same amount of 

energy. The recorded raw data of both seismographs systems are shown in Figure 4.8 

(a) and Figure 4.9 (a). The frequency spectrum plot of the recorded data is shown in 

Figure 4.8 (b) and Figure 4.9 (b).  

The data quality of both seismograph systems is good. Both of the system show 

the same trend of seismic signals captured. The data quality of 24-channel 

seismograph system is relatively less good compared to the 48-channel seismograph 

system. This is due to the difference in geophone spacing. The geophone spacing for 

24-channel seismograph system is 5 meters and 2.5 meters for 48-channel 

seismograph system.  

The first break signals are clearer seen in both seismograph systems. The first 

break trend in 48-channel seismograph system are clearer and easier to pick rather 

than first break in 24-channel seismograph system since the geophone spacing in 48-

channel seismograph system are small compared to the geophone spacing in 24-

channel seismograph system.  

Even though there is a difference in geophone spacing, both of the seismographs 

are still very helpful in speeding up the acquisition process. Both of the seismograph 

system was used in the acquisition phase as we do have time constrains and need to 

finish the work in the given time frame. 

The spread layout is determined based on the seismographs channel system. As 

for the 24-channel seismograph system, the geophone spacing was constant at 5 

meters and the shot point’s position is listed in Table 3.4. For the 48-channel 
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seismograph system, the geophone spacing was constant at 2.5 meters and the shot 

point’s position is listed in Table 3.5. 

As the research area is not a flat empty field, the shot points of a particular line 

may shift to suit the environment. Some restrictions on the sites are abandoned 

concrete, hard soil and buried water tunnel. These restrictions may results in delaying 

the acquisition and an appropriate action should be taken to overcome these 

restrictions.  

From all of the above tests, designing optimum parameters for seismic acquisition 

in urban area is very important. As a conclusion, single geophone array, aluminium 

plate, analogue trigger and 48-channel seismograph system are the best parameters to 

be used in this research. The parameters used are low in cost and the seismic signals 

obtain from the seismic acquisition phase are good. The equipment test result is listed 

in Table 4.3. 

 

Table 4.3: Equipment test result. 

Type 24-channel 48-channel 

Data Quality Good Very Good 

Visibility of the first signal Good Very Good 

Capability  to help speeding the 

acquisition 

Yes Yes 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4.8: (a) 24 channel seismograph seismic record (b) Frequency spectrum.
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4.9: (a) 48 channel seismograph seismic record (b) Frequency spectrum.
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4.3 Normal Processing Cycle  

The seismic lines acquired were processed and interpreted using commercial 

software, IXRefraX. Before the computerized processing is done, the manual picking 

of first break is done manually for every shot record. The manual picking will use to 

assist during the computerized picking using the software. 

The data were interpreted separately for each line. The data were imported to the 

software and the first break picking is done. The software can help to generate 2D 

inverted model and GRM interpreted depth. The velocity for each layer of the 

subsurface and depth to the refractor was obtain for each seismic survey lines from 

both model.  

The 2D inverted model will give information on velocity of first layer, velocity of 

second layer, depth and elevation of the subsurface. The GRM interpreted depth in the 

other hand will give information on velocity of first layer, velocity of second layer, 

depth, elevation and time taken to travel along the subsurface to the refractor depth.  

Two different seismic line, line number 3 and line number 47 were use as the 

example. Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11 shows model of seismic line number 3 interpret 

using the software. Figure 4.10 is corresponding to GRM interpreted depth model. It 

shows the depth model of the seismic refractor in GRM interpretation method. The 

information given including velocity of first layer, velocity of second layer, depth, 

elevation and time depth to the refractor.  

The velocity of first layer is ranging from 401.2 m/s to 510.8 m/s and 1546.2 m/s 

to 2274.5 m/s for second layer. The depth to refractor is in between 7.7 meters to 12.8 

meters below the subsurface. The time to the refractor in time unit is vary from 15.2 

millisecond to 26 millisecond.  

Figure 4.11 is corresponding to 2D inverted depth model. Velocity of first layer, 

velocity of second layer, depth and elevation to the refractor can be obtained from this 

model. The velocity of first layer is 424.1 m/s and the velocity value for second layer 

is 1712.7 m/s. The depth to the refractor is ranging from 5.6 meters to 11.2 meters 

below the subsurface.  
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This seismic line has a good seismic signal record and the first break picking is 

easy as the first break is clearly visible on the recorded data. From the fitting, the 

manual picking noted in square box is matching well with the computer picking. The 

record for every shot position is shown in Figure 4.14 to Figure 4.19.  

Figure 4.12 is corresponding to GRM interpreted depth model and Figure 4.13 

corresponding to 2D inverted depth model for seismic line number 47. For GRM 

interpreted depth model, the velocity for first layer is ranging from 487.6 m/s to 609.8 

m/s and ranging from 1540.5 m/s to 2117.8 m/s for second layer. The depth to 

refractor is ranging from 8.5 meters to 12.2 meters below the subsurface with time to 

the refractor in time unit varying from 15.4 millisecond to 22.7 millisecond. 

For the 2D inverted depth model, the velocity for first layer is 512.3 m/s and the 

velocity for second layer is 2095.9 m/s. The depth to the refractor is ranging from 7.3 

meters to 12.3 meters below the subsurface. The fitting of first break picking for both 

models are showing differences between the manual picking and computerized 

picking.   

The records for each shot position of seismic line number 47 are shown in Figure 

4.20 to Figure 4.25. From these figures, the noise contamination of this seismic lines 

is higher, thus make the picking of first break difficult to be done confidently. A new 

proposed technique of noise reduction will be discussed in the next section in order to 

get better seismic signals which focuses on the first break picking. 

Good results were obtained from some of the data after undergoing the normal 

processing phase. Some of the data shows error which is expected to comes from 

poorly picking of the first break due to the bad trace which contaminated with noise. 

A new approached to remove and minimize this bad trace is developed. With this new 

developed technique, it is hope that the new result of the data will be better and less 

noise contamination in the data is present. 
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Figure 4.10 : GRM interpreted depth model for line 3.
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Figure 4.11 : 2D inverted model for line 3.
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Figure 4.12: GRM interpreted depth model for line 47.
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Figure 4.13 : 2D inverted model for line 47.
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Figure 4.14: Shot point 1 in between 

geophone 1 and 2 for seismic line 3. 

Figure 4. 15 : Shot point 4 in between 

geophone 35 and 36  for seismic line 3. 

 

  

Figure 4.16: Shot point 2 in between 

geophone 12 and 13 for seismic line 3. 

Figure 4. 17 : Shot point 5 in between 

geophone 46 and 47  for seismic line 3. 

 

  

Figure 4. 18: Shot point 3 in between 

geophone 24 and 25  for seismic line 3. 

Figure 4.19 : Shot point 6 at 5 meters 

away from geophone 48  for seismic line 

3. 
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Figure 4.20 : Shot point 1 in between 

geophone 1 and 2  for seismic line 47. 

Figure 4.21: Shot point 4 in between 

geophone 35 and 36  for seismic line 47. 

 

  

Figure 4.22 : Shot point 2 in between 

geophone 11 and 12  for seismic line 47. 

Figure 4.23 : Shot point 5 in between 

geophone 47 and 48  for seismic line 47. 

 

  

Figure 4.24 : Shot point 3 in between 

geophone 25 and 26  for seismic line 47. 

Figure 4.25 : Shot point 6 at 5 meters 

away from geophone 48  for seismic line 

47. 
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4.4 Advanced Data Improvement 

Three different techniques were developed and the result of each developed 

techniques was compared. The first arriving signal or known as first break arrival is 

the most important signal in seismic refraction survey. Therefore, the development of 

the new technique is focusing on the enhancement of these signals. The techniques 

developed are subtraction technique, addition technique and frequency scaling 

technique.  

4.4.1 Subtraction Technique and Addition Technique 

Figure 4.26 and Figure 4.27 show the recorded data and noisy data at that particular 

shot point respectively before any data enhancement application. The GRM 

interpreted depth model and 2D inverted depth model for this seismic line, line 

number 35 is shown by Figure 4.28 and Figure 4.29. From these models, the RMS 

fitting error is 2.02 millisecond and the average error is 0.07 millisecond. Figure 4.30 

shows the product of seismic record after applying the subtraction technique. Figure 

4.31 in the other hand shows the seismic record after applying the addition technique. 

The GRM interpreted depth model and 2D inverted depth modeling for both are 

shown in Figure 4.32 and Figure 4.33.  

After the application of subtraction technique, the RMS fitting error is reduced to 

0.92 millisecond and the average error is 0.03 millisecond compared to the value of 

the same error before the application. These values were obtained after the processing 

by the software using the new seismic record after applying the subtraction technique. 

The visualize view (Figure 4.30) from the traces obtain after the application are 

noisier in between geophone number 40 and 48 when compared to the original traces 

(Figure 4.26)  before the application. It is also hard to see the first break signal, thus 

making it difficult to do the first break picking. 

The addition technique on the other hand gives clearer seismic traces after the 

application of the technique in between geophone number 40 and 48 when compared 

to the subtraction technique as shown in Figure 4.31. RMS fitting error and average 

error for this technique is 0.70 millisecond and 0.22 millisecond respectively. The 

first break signals is clearly visible and make it easier to do the first break picking 
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compared to the same on the subtraction technique seismic traces. Table 4.4 shows 

the RMS fitting error value and average error value for original data and after the 

application of subtraction and addition technique. 

 

Table 4.4: RMS fitting error and average error values for original data and after 

application of subtraction and addition technique. 

 

Traces number RMS fitting error value 

(msec) 

Average error value   

(msec) 

Original 2.02 0.07 

Subtraction  0.7 0.02 

Addition 1.18 0.01 
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(a)  

Figure 4.26: Recorded seismic signal data at shot point 2 for seismic line number 

35. 

 

(b)  

Figure 4.27: Recorded noisy data at shot point 2 for seismic line number 35.
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Figure 4.28: 2D inverted model for seismic line number 35. 
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Figure 4.29: GRM interpreted depth model for seismic line number 35. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4.30: (a) Shot point record after subtraction technique (b) Spectrum plot.
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4.31: (a) Shot point record after addition technique (b) Spectrum plot.
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Figure 4.32: 2D inverted model after subtraction technique.
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Figure 4.33: GRM interpreted depth model after subtraction technique. 
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Figure 4.34: 2D inverted model after addition technique. 
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Figure 4.35: GRM interpreted depth model after addition technique.
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4.4.2 Frequency Scaling Technique 

Seismic line number 35 was used as the example in this discussion. The shot record 

involved is shown in Figure 4.26. From the seismic trace, we can see that the noisy 

part is more dominant in between geophone number 40 and geophone number 48. The 

treatment is done using the MatLab algorithm developed (Appendix A) with trace 

number 40 to 48 used as the noisy trace for each time of treatment in turn. The 

seismic record after applying each traces as the noisy trace will be use later in the next 

step of this technique. 

The differences between original RMS fitting error and average error and the 

selected noisy traces are ranging from 0.62 to 1.29. These values were obtained from 

the software processing via GRM interpreted depth model. The lowest and highest 

difference is by using trace number 43 and trace number 47 respectively as the noisy 

trace. Trace number 42 and 45 are giving the same medium different value when used 

as the noisy trace.  

Figure 4.36 (a) shows the seismic traces after frequency scaling technique using 

trace number 43 as the noisy trace. For the noisy traces, trace number 40 to trace 

number 48, we can see the reduction of noise in those trace after applying trace 

number 43 as the noisy trace. The noise above the first break signals also reduced. 

Software processing then carried out again, using the seismic trace after applying 

trace number 43 as the noisy trace. The 2D inverted model and GRM interpreted 

model were obtained from this processing. From the 2D inverted model in Figure 4.37 

and GRM interpreted depth model in Figure 4.38, the RMS fitting error value of the 

model is 1.40 and the average error value is 0.03.  

The result of using trace number 42 as the noisy trace is shown by Figure 4.39 (a). 

The noisy traces, trace number 40 to trace number 48 is clearer as the noise on that 

trace is reduced tremendously and the first break signal is clearly seen. The noise 

above the first break signals also reduced. The 2D inverted model and GRM 

interpreted depth model after the software processing using the new seismic record 

with trace number 42 as the noisy trace is show in Figure 4.40 and Figure 4.41 

respectively.  
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When using seismic trace number 47, the result of 2D inverted model and GRM 

interpreted depth model is giving medium difference of RMS fitting error value when 

compared to the other traces after the software processing was carried out. Both of the 

models are shown in Figure 4.43 and Figure 4.44. The noise at the noisy traces and 

above the first break signal is reduced. 

The same procedure is done for the other traces. Each of the traces is giving the 

same behavior of result. The RMS fitting error value and average value are lesser than 

the value given by the original data. Table 4.5 shows the RMS fitting error values and 

average error values given by the original data and after the application of frequency 

scaling technique to identified noisy trace, trace number 40 to trace number 48. 

From this frequency scaling, the RMS fitting error value is reduced with 

percentage range of 31% to 61% when compared to the original values. The average 

error value in the other hand is reduced with percentage range of 14% to 129% when 

compare to the original values.  

The frequency spectrum plot when using trace number 43, 42 and 47 as the noisy 

traces is shown in Figure 4.36 (b), Figure 4.39 (b) and Figure 4.42 (b) respectively. 

From this plot, we can see there are two different peaks which correspond to two 

different dominant frequencies that appear in this seismic record. The dominant 

frequency is appeared at 20 Hz to 50Hz and 50 Hz to 90 Hz at amplitude between for 

amplitude between -10 dB to 0 dB. 
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Table 4.5: RMS fitting error and average error values for original data and 

after frequency scaling technique’s application. 

Traces number RMS fitting error value Average error value 

Original 2.02 0.07 

40 1.09 0.02 

41 1.18 0.01 

42 1.08 0.0 

43 1.40 0.03 

44 0.95 0.02 

45 1.08 0.02 

46 1.27 -0.02 

47 0.73 0.06 

48 0.78 0.03 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4.36: (a) Frequency scaling technique using trace number 43 as the noisy trace 

(b) Spectrum plot.
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Figure 4.37: 2D inverted model after frequency scaling technique using trace number 43 as noisy trace.
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Figure 4.38: GRM interpreted depth model after frequency scaling technique using trace number 43 as noisy trace.
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4.39: (a) Frequency scaling technique using trace number 42 as the noisy trace 

(b) Spectrum plot. 
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Figure 4.40: 2D inverted model after frequency scaling technique using trace number 42 as noisy trace. 
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Figure 4.41: GRM interpreted depth model after frequency scaling technique using trace number 42 as noisy trace.
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4.42: (a) Frequency scaling technique using trace number 47 as the noisy trace 

(b) Spectrum plot.
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Figure 4.43: 2D inverted model after frequency scaling technique using trace number 47 as noisy trace.
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Figure 4.44: GRM interpreted depth model after frequency scaling technique using trace number 47 as noisy trace.
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4.4.3 Comparison between Subtraction and Addition Technique with Frequency 

Scaling Technique 

With simple mathematical expression, the subtraction and addition technique is built. 

The noisy traces after the subtraction technique are noisier than before and make the 

picking the first break of signals difficult. The result after addition technique on the 

other hand gives a good and promising result as the first break signals is easy to pick 

when compared with subtraction technique.  

With frequency scaling technique, the identification of noisy traces and any trace 

which exceed the threshold value will undergo the treatment.  After the treatment 

using one noisy trace as the reference, we can deduce that there is no significant 

difference when the noisy trace reference is changed.    

From these three data enhancement technique, the frequency scaling is the best 

new approach of data enhancement technique since its capabilities in preserving the 

original state of signals when it is not used in part of the technique. This technique has 

helped in making the first break signal visible and reduces the noisy data that 

appeared above the first break. As a conclusion, the frequency scaling technique is the 

best new approached of new noise reduction technique. 

4.5 3D Subsurface Images after Data Enhancement 

After the processing and treatment of the data was completely done, the re-picking of 

FB and interpretation of the section were repeated.  The result of this will be used to 

construct the subsurface image of the research area. With the information obtain from 

the seismic interpretation, 3D view of the research area with seismic lines 

superimposed is shown in Figure 4.45. This figure shows the position of the seismic 

lines and the elevation of this area varies in between 52 and 59 meters with ground 

surface being highest at northwestern part and gently dips to the south and lowest at 

the southern part of the area. 

Figure 4.46 shows the isopach map 1 which represents the thickness of the 

unsaturated soil layer. This layer corresponds to the second refractor computed from 

the seismic analysis. The thickness of this layer varies between 7 meters to 16 meters. 
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The thicker regions are found in northeastern and southern parts of the area and 

denotes by blue zones. The shallowest region are found two third along the western 

part and southeastern part of the area, denotes by green zones.  The other regions 

show a uniform thickness between 9 and 12 meters. The degree of accuracy of the 

result reaches up to 75% - 90% when correlate with boreholes data. The velocity of 

this layer ranges between 500 m/s to 600 m/s. The velocity range below this layer up 

to the bedrock surface is range in between 1600 m/s to 2000 m/s. 

The isobach map in Figure 4.47 shows the bedrock elevation reduced to NGVD. 

The bedrock elevation ranges between 25 to 50 meters. Generally, the bedrock dips to 

the east on the half northern part of the area and showing gently dipping bedrock on 

the southern half of the area with the area dips toward the south. The lowest bedrock 

reliefs are found in the southern and western part of the area. 
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Figure 4.45: View of the research area with seismic lines superimposed. 
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Figure 4.46: Isopach map 1 represents the thickness of the unsaturated soil based on the seismic data. 
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Figure 4.47: Isobach map represents the bedrock elevation based on the borehole data. 
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4.6 Correlation between Standard Penetration Tests (SPT) with Seismic Velocity 

The research area is located on Kuala Lumpur granite formation. From the borehole 

survey, the granite bedrock is generally 25 to 50 meters below the ground level. The 

granite appears to moderately weathered and boulders are not found. The overlaying 

layer on top of the granite consists of soil material with soft to very stiff and/or sand 

with gravel.  

Other than seismic survey, borehole survey also done in the area. The position of 

the borehole superimposed with seismic line is shown in Figure 4.48. The start of line 

for seismic survey is marked by white circle and the black circle denotes the end of 

line. Figure 4.49 shows the isopach 2 map which represents the thickness of the 

overburden from the ground level to the bedrock surface. The thickness is varies 

between 5 to 30 meters. Generally, half of southern part is thicker than half of the 

northern part. Two shallowest regions (green regions) were found at northeast and 

part of northwest with thickness less than 10 meters. The thicker overburden with 

thickness between 20 to 30 meters is denoted by blue region in the map.  

Figure 4.50 shows the example of processed data set of seismic line number 6. 

The velocities obtain from the GRM interpreted depth model gives the average value for 

first layer is 459.71 m/s and 1830.56 m/s for the second layer. Along this seismic line, 

there are two boreholes drilled down to the granite bedrock. The first borehole, name 

it borehole A is situated near to geophone number 2 of the seismic line. This borehole 

encountered the bedrock at depth of 19.6 meter. From the seismic data, the second 

layer is encountered at depth of 11.6 meter and the velocity of the first layer and 

second layer is 452.6 m/s and 2143.7 m/s respectively.  

For the second borehole, borehole B, it is situated near to the geophone 13. This 

borehole encountered the bedrock at 26 meter. From the seismic data, the second 

layer is encountered at 11.6 meter and the velocity of first and second layer is 504.3 

m/s and 2143.7 m/s respectively. Depth to the second layer from seismic survey acts 

as the cut off depth. The N-value fall above this depth will sum up and the average of 

this value is taking and consider as the average N-value for first layer. For N-value 

fall below this depth, the average of N-value will consider as the average value for 

second layer.  
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Graph 4.51 shows the result from the correlation between Standard Penetration 

Test (SPT) values with seismic velocities. The data plotting shows two dominant area 

of the plot. The upper grouping is corresponding to the second layer velocity while 

the lower grouping is corresponding to the first layer velocity. The correlation 

equation is y=53.57x + 324.3 with correlation coefficient value is 0.355. With this 

relation, we can see there is a pattern between these two values. Unfortunately, it is 

too small and not conclusive enough for a correlation between these two values. 
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Figure 4.48: Location plan of seismic line superimposed with borehole survey. 
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Figure 4.49: Isopach 2 map represents the thickness of overburden based on the boreholes data. 
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Figure 4.50 : Example of processed data. 
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V2avg =1830.56 

m/s 
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Figure 4.51: Correlation graph between SPT value and velocity value. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1 Conclusions 

Based on the field tests during the acquisition stage, the first objective of this 

research, to design the acquisition parameter for noisy area is fulfilled. Four different 

tests on the field parameter which are geophone array, source, equipment and trigger 

were CARRIED OUT. Two different geophone arrays consist of single geophone 

array and triple geophone array were tested. Frequency-amplitude spectrum was 

plotted for both geophone arrays and the results from the plots show very minimal 

changes of amplitude behavior for both geophone arrays. As a result, single geophone 

array was chosen over the triple geophone array as this geophone array gives a good 

signal record and shorter time needed in setting up, thus can help in speeding up the 

acquisition.  

The safety, mobility and cost of the induce source for this research is taken into 

consideration due to the location of the research area. A sledge hammer was chosen as 

the primary induce source for this seismic acquisition. A test was carried out in 

determining which striker plate is the best to be pair with sledge hammer. Aluminium 

striker plate was chosen due to its ability to give good quality seismic data, medium 

rate of mobility and high level of toughness rate. 

Analogue trigger was chosen over switch trigger as the main trigger for the 

acquisition. The analogue trigger required less time to revert back to its initial 

condition and low average time to complete one seismic line acquisition but having 

more time to move when compared to the switch trigger. The key factor is of 

choosing this trigger is because it has medium rate of sensitivity level which make the 

shooter more freedom to do the shooting. 
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Further investigation on affect of distance between planted trigger and striker 

plate was done. Distance of 1” and 6” away from striker plate is tested. From the 

spectrum plot, it shows there is no significant difference between planting the 

geophone 1” away or 6” away from the striker plate. One important factor is to make 

sure the geophone is planted properly and in firm contact with soil.  

The spread layout was chosen and determined in the field itself. As there are two 

different sets of seismographs system used in the field, 24-channel seismographs 

system and 48-channel seismographs system the layout is designed to meet those two 

different seismographs characteristics. Other than that, the shot points also altered 

when needed to suits the area’s environment as the area is not a flat area. Both of the 

seismographs system, has the capabilities in help speeding up the acquisition process 

with a good to very good seismic record. Due to the time constraint, therefore, both 

seismographs are used during the acquisition processed.  

From the testing, single geophone array, aluminium striker plate, analogue trigger 

and two sets of 24-channel seismograph system and 48-channel seismograph systems 

was chosen as the primary parameters. 

The collected data during the acquisition phase was processed and interpreted 

using IXRefraX software. From the interpretation, the results shows two layer cases 

with average velocity value of first layer is 523 m/s. The average velocity for the 

second layer is 1933 m/s. The depth to the refractor is ranging from 7 m to 16 m. 

From this result, further investigation was carried on to fulfill the second objective of 

this research which is to formulate new technique for noise reduction using MatLab 

software. Three different techniques was developed and tested which are 1) 

subtraction technique, 2) addition technique and 3) frequency scaling technique as 

elaborated in Chapter 3. The result shows that the frequency scaling technique is the 

best approached. The results obtain from this technique are good and improved as the 

first break signal are easy to track and the picking can be done confidently. 

The velocity values obtain from the processing using IXRefraX and Standard 

Penetration Test (SPT) value was used in order to fulfill the third objective of the 

research, to investigate for possible correlation between velocities value and SPT 

value. Graph of correlation between this two value was plotted and from the 

correlation, the correlation coefficient is measured at 0.355 with the correlation 
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equation value y=53.57x + 324.3. Even though there is a pattern between both of the 

values, it is not conclusive enough for a correlation relation.  

5.2 Recommendations 

For future works, it is recommended to carry out the acquisition during the night time 

to avoid high noise contamination and compare the result with day time acquisition 

result. The using of other safe and reliable energy source is recommended in order to 

get a better signal in noisy environment. More stacking for each shot point may help 

in increasing the data quality. Further research on the new approach noise reduction 

technique might help in better understanding of the behavior of noise and giving 

clearer signals. 
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APPENDIX A 

MatLab Code for Advanced Data Improvement 
 

 

clear all 

dt=0.005; 

  

[noiseori,STH,SH]=ReadSegy('DAT_0132.SGY'); 

  

[noise,STH,SH]=ReadSegy('DAT_0132.SGY'); 

[signal,STH,SH]=ReadSegy('DAT_0133.SGY'); 

ori=signal; 

    fre(1:800,:)=ori(1:800,20:48); 

B1=smooth(abs(fft(ori(:,47))));%trace with most noise  

%B2=smooth(abs(fft(ori(:,12))));%trace without noise 

%A=B2./B1; 

 nt=length(ori(:,1)); 

sumnoise=sum(ori,2); 

% spectrum  

s=abs(fft(sumnoise(:,1),nt));   % noise recorded 

spec=s(1:round(nt/2),:); 

sp1=spec; 

db=20*log10(spec/max(max(spec))); 

db1=smooth(db); 

  

s2=abs(fft(ori(:,12),nt));    %  clean trace 

spec=s2(1:round(nt/2),:); 

sp2=spec; 

db=20*log10(spec/max(max(spec))); 

db2=smooth(db); 

  

s3=abs(fft(ori(:,47),nt));   % noisy trace 

spec=s3(1:round(nt/2),:); 

sp3=spec; 

db=20*log10(spec/max(max(spec))); 

db3=smooth(db); 

  

fn=1./(2*dt); 

f=linspace(0.,fn,round(nt/2)); 

figure(1) 

subplot(3,1,1) 

plot(f,db1); 

title('sum noise')
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subplot(3,1,2) 

plot(f,db2); 

title('clean trace') 

  

subplot(3,1,3) 

plot(f,db3); 

title('noisy trace') 

     

     

 t=0:dt:nt-1; 

  

signal1=ori; 

signal2=ori; 

snew=ori; 

%sumnoise=zeros(4096,1); 

  

Fn=real(fft(sumnoise)); 

Fs=(fft2(ori)); 

signal2=ori; 

av=mean(signal); 

aav=mean(av); 

bav=av/aav; 

%{ 

for i=1:48 

    if bav(i)>3 

        %a(i)=3; 

        %signal(:,i)=ori(:,i)-noise(:,i); 

        %signal2(:,i)=ori(:,i)+noise(:,i); 

        B2=smooth(abs(fft(ori(:,i))));%trace without noise 

        A=B2./B1; 

        S1=abs(fft(ori(:,i))); 

       Fs(:,i)=A.*S1; 

       %ssnew=real(ifft(FFs)); 

       %snew(:,i)=ssnew; 

    end 

     

end 

%} 

  

for i=1:48 

    if abs(bav(i))>3 

        signal1(:,i)=ori(:,i)-noise(:,i); 

        signal2(:,i)=ori(:,i)+noise(:,i); 

        %snew(:,i)=snew(:,i)+noise(:,i); 

        B2=smooth(abs(fft(ori(:,i))));%trace without noise 

        A=1.1*B2./B1; 

        S1=real(fft(ori(:,i))); 

       AFs=A.*S1; 

       snew(:,i)=real(ifft(AFs)); 

    end 
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end 

% ss=real(ifft2(AFs)) 

% snew=ss+snew; 

%snew=real(ifft2(Fs)); 

figure(2) 

subplot(2,2,1) 

plotseis(ori) 

title('Original') 

subplot(2,2,2) 

plotseis(snew) 

title('Frequency Scaling') 

subplot(2,2,3) 

plotseis(signal1) 

title('Subtraction') 

subplot(2,2,4) 

plotseis(signal2) 

title('Addition') 

   

%  plotseis(snew) 

  

  

 trace1=ori(:,1); 

 %frec=abs(fft(ori)); 

% spec=20*log10(Fn); 

%  figure(2) 

%   

%  subplot(2,1,1) 

%  plot(f,db) 

%  title('Noise spectrum'); 

%  

% frec2=abs(fft(noise)); 

% spec2=20*log10(frec); 

% plot(spec2(1:nt/2)) 

  

%  try 

%clear all  

%[Data,SegyTraceHeaders,SegyHeader]= ReadSegy('DAT_0133.SGY'); 

clear f spec a b a2 

Data=signal; 

 t = SH.time; 

dt = t(2)-t(1); 

%Data = bp_filter(Data,dt,10,20,150,200);  

  

%t = t; %SegyHeader.time; 

  

  

for i = 1:size(Data,2); 

%    Data(:,i)= Data(:,i)/max(abs(Data(:,i))); 

    [spec(:,i),f] = fftrl(Data(:,i),t); 
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   a = abs(spec(:,i)); 

    b(:,i)= a; 

end 

  

a2 = mean(b,2); 

Adb=real(todb(a2)); 

  

hold on 

figure(7);  

plot(f,Adb,'b','linewidth',2); set(gca,'xlim',[0 500]); grid on; 

                                 %ylim([0 500000000]); 

                                  

                                  ylim([-50 10]); 

 title('Frequency Spectrum Plot');
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APPENDIX B 

Borehole Log Example (Borehole B86) 
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APPENDIX C 

Borehole Log Example (Borehole B95) 
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